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INTRODUCTION
This survey was organised by a group of independent dog and animal welfare campaigners who often work together
as a coalition: Canine Action UK, C.A.R.I.A.D., Hidden-In-Sight, The Karlton Index, Naturewatch Foundation, and
PUPAID. Our campaigns focus on the welfare implications surrounding the breeding, sale and acquisition of dogs and
the harm that can be done to them when they are bought and sold as a consumer commodity. Please note that as
well as sharing our expertise through the coalition for projects such as this, each coalition member also works
autonomously on, and is responsible for, their own activities to achieve the goal of ending the cruel and complex
practice of puppy farming.
Our aim was to gather data on current puppy buying attitudes and behaviours; we were particularly keen to gain
insight into perceptions around the different ways in which people can acquire a puppy. Our intention is that the
data the survey provides will inform our future campaigns and contribute to the development of policies that deliver
higher welfare outcomes for dogs.
We chose Survey Monkey as the most cost effective means through which to conduct the survey. This gave us the
capacity to include many different types of question and enabled us to share the link to the survey widely through
social media.
The survey ran for a full calendar year, from 28th January 2015 to 28th January 2016. 4303 responses were received
with a total of 3670 complete responses. This gives us a great deal of detailed data, both quantitative and
qualitative, into our chosen themes.
As with any survey methodology, we are aware of the limitations and pit falls of this approach and understand that
though a large data sample, conclusions need to be cautious in the face of any unintended bias. Nevertheless, with
such a high volume of responses together with our mixed style of questioning, the survey gives us invaluable insight
into current perceptions held by sections of the puppy buying public. Our results can also be triangulated and
compared with similar recent surveys, the PDSA Animal Wellbeing Report (PAW report) for instance, and to that end
constitutes a fascinating contribution to the emotive debates that surround dog welfare.
We would like to thank our many supporters who worked tirelessly to help promote the survey, and we are very
grateful to the 4,000 plus people who took time to complete the questionnaire and shared their puppy buying
experiences with us. But, most of all, we want to thank the dogs whose unconditional loyalties, remarkable stoicism
and humbling affections, inspire our work in the challenging area of animal welfare.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The survey ran for a full calendar year, from 28th January 2015 to 28th January 2016. 4303 responses were
received with a total of 3670 complete responses. 42 questions were included, using a combination of dropdown menus, multiple choice and comment boxes, so giving us both some quantitative and qualitative data.
The survey was targeted towards owners who had purchased (not rescued) a puppy during the last five years
as we aimed to explore recent purchases and fairly current buying behaviours.
2. The geographical spread of our respondents together with the wide choice of breeds represented, gave us a
very broad sample of UK based puppy buyers who had bought dogs in recent years. Given that we also had
over 4000 respondents this data provides some rich and current insight into puppy buying behaviours.
3. In addition to the quantitative data collected, the survey generated 5258 free text comments providing
further rich data on the puppy buying experience. The comments reveal the many emotional and ethical
dilemmas buyers face throughout the process, confirming that getting a puppy is a very different consumer
proposition from all other types of purchases.
4. From the information provided this sample was mainly constituted by experienced rather than first-time dog
owners.
5. More than half of respondents used reference material (internet, books and magazines) to research dog
ownership and almost half researched different breeds using these methods.
6. Almost 45% of owners located their puppy through online classified websites. 30% of respondents did this
via Pets 4 Homes. This backs that website’s claim that it is the “UK’s most popular pet classifieds and
information site”.
7. Almost half the respondents said their puppies were 8 weeks old when purchased and 70% bought a
pedigree, 30% a cross breed.
8. More than 95% of respondents said their puppy had been bred in the UK.
9. More than 80% of respondents said they purchased their puppies from private breeders. Many owners also
bought puppies from friends, relatives or work colleagues.
10. Almost 40% of respondents who bought their puppy from a pet shop/retail outlet indicated that they chose
this source because the puppies looked clean and healthy. However, 15.1% indicated that they made the
purchase because they wanted to rescue/save the puppy.
11. The pattern of replies to questions over the sellers of their puppies reveals that many people in this sample
are confused about the type of seller their pup came from, which echoes our experience in investigating low
welfare breeding and selling. Anomalies within the data, whilst needing to be treated with caution, indicate
that for the puppy buying public the different types of seller together with the different schemes of licensing
and accreditation creates a set of very confusing conditions in which to make such an important decision as
getting a dog.
12. The value of licensing for puppy buyers in this sample is highly dubious. When respondents were asked to
rank the factors that shaped their choice of seller (see page 16 for a more detailed breakdown of this
question) being licensed was ranked as low as 7th out of 10 on the list.
13. 47% of our sample stated that it was either not very important or unimportant for the breeder to be
licensed. Half of the respondents said they did not know if their breeder was licensed or not, suggesting that
for most people knowing the licensed status of the seller is either not a priority or they do not think to ask
about it.
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14. 46% of owners said that they were asked to sign a contract at the point of sale and 54% said they were not
asked to sign one.
15. 36% of owners stated they had visited the puppy on one occasion before purchasing it. Slightly fewer (28%)
visited their puppy twice and 19% made three or more visits. 17% of owners said they did not see their
puppy before purchasing.
16. Almost 80% of owners felt that they had seen the puppy with its mother, but 18% had not. 3% suspected
they may have seen a ‘fake’ mother.
17. One in five (21%) of owners reported health or welfare related problems with their puppy after getting it,
and 60% of those said their new pup became sick within the first month.
18. Just over 70% of respondents who said their pup got sick took no action against the breeder/seller of their
dog.

DATA ANALYSIS
The survey ran for a full calendar year, from 28th January 2015 to 28th January 2016. 4303 responses were received
with a total of 3670 complete responses. 42 questions were included, using a combination of drop-down menus,
multiple choice and comment boxes, so giving us both some quantitative and qualitative data. The survey was
targeted towards owners who had purchased (not rescued) a puppy during the last five years as we aimed to explore
recent purchases and fairly current buying behaviours.
Questions came under four broad headings: information on the puppy purchased, background on the purchasing
process, information on what happened once the puppy was taken home, and finally any lessons learned by the
purchasers having completed the entire acquisition process.
The report is divided into the four sections.





Puppies purchased (Questions 1-5)
The purchasing process (Questions 6 – 23, 25, 26 and 40)
What happened after purchase (Questions 24 and 27- 33, 35 - 39)
Lessons learned in the process (Q34, 41 and 42)

SECTION 1: PUPPIES PURCHASED
88% of respondents said they had purchased their puppy in our target time period. 9% gave 2010 as the year of
purchase and the remainder got their puppies earlier than 2010 except for 8 people who said they acquired puppies
in January 2016.
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Graph 1: Year of Purchase
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Even with a very clear directive that the survey was aimed at people who had purchased a puppy not rescued one,
49 people said they purchased their pup from a rescue centre.
Respondents gave their county of residence at the time of the purchase as follows:
23% lived in the Home Counties
16% in the Midlands
7% in Yorkshire.
All but four counties were represented in the remaining 46% of replies, consequently geographical coverage was
wide across the United Kingdom.
4238 respondents provided the breed/ type of dog purchased. The vast majority (70%) had bought a pedigree dog.
Of the 30% who had bought a cross breed many had chosen a popular type such as Cockapoo and Cavachon but
there were also more unusual crosses from Akita/wheaten x to Zuchon. The graph below highlights the top twenty
breeds or types of dog, numerically, that featured in our sample.

Top twenty breeds/types of dog purchased
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Graph 2: Top twenty breeds/types of dog represented in our sample

Respondents stated the age of the puppy at the time of purchase as follows:
7 weeks or younger
8 weeks
9 - 12 weeks
13 weeks or older

9.2%
47.6%
33.9%
9.4%

In answer to the question in which country was their puppy bred respondents gave the following replies:
England
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
Republic of Ireland

77.3%
9.6%
6.8%
1.1%
0.8%
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Unknown
Other (please specify)

1.2%
3.2%

The “other” list included the Channel Islands, Isle of Man as well as Romania, Lithuania and as far away as Egypt,
Australia and New Zealand.
The geographical spread of our respondents together with the wide choice of breeds represented gave us a very
broad sample of UK based puppy buyers who had bought dogs in recent years. Given also that we had over 4000
respondents this data provides some rich and current insight into puppy buying behaviours.

SECTION 2: THE PURCHASING PROCESS
This is the major section of our survey so is itself, divided into sections.





Pre-purchase research.
Details of the seller.
Details of the transaction.
Factors shaping the final buying decision.

SECTION 2A: PRE-PURCHASE RESEARCH
Responsible pet ownership begins with informed choices of species first and then breed/type, so any insight into the
factors that shape those choices and behaviours is valuable. Furthermore, poor choice of animal, together with a
lack of understanding into that animals’ particular needs is linked to early relinquishment of pets. Respondents were
asked about the research they did prior to the purchase. First into dog ownership itself and then also research into
the background of the breeder/seller they chose. They were also asked where they saw their puppy first advertised.
The question into research about dog ownership asked respondents to select all options that applied to them. The
responses broke down as follows:
I visited dog shows
I asked my vet practice for advice
I asked other owners for advice
I contacted the Kennel Club for advice
I researched the internet, books and magazines on
responsible dog ownership
I researched the internet, books and magazines on
different breeds
Previous experience of dog ownership
I undertook no research
Other (please specify)

14.8%
15.4%
37.4%
12.1%
52.4%
47.9%
80.2%
2.2%
7.5%

In our sample three out of four people said they had previous experience of dog ownership. A larger percentage of
people said they sought advice from a vet practice than said they went to the Kennel Club. A tiny percentage stated
they did no research.
Types of Advertising
Respondents said that the place they saw the advert for their puppy was:
Online classified website
Newspaper advertisement
Display card in shop
Display card in vet clinic
Seller/breeder’s own website
Facebook

44.2%
3.2%
0.8%
0.5%
9.9%
3.8%
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Twitter
Kennel Club - Find a Puppy website
Breed club
Word of mouth (friend/family/colleague)

0.1%
10.1%
3.2%
24.1%

With almost 45% of owners in our sample locating their puppy through online classified websites our findings echo
data from elsewhere that reveals this is now the single most popular source for finding a pet dog. We asked those
owners who had used online classifieds to specify which one and the specialist website Pets 4 Homes dominated the
results with 30% naming it as their source. This backs the website’s claim that it is the “UK’s most popular pet
classifieds and information site”. On Pets 4 Homes all adverts carry a detailed checklist and advice and the website
has a good reputation for responding to complaints. Non-specialist websites Preloved and Gumtree were also
popular choices, each named by 11% of owners. Preloved adverts contain an information checklist and carry a link to
the Dogs Trust’s breeder checklist. Gumtree has received considerable criticism over the past few years for its pet
advertising section and adverts on this website contain minimal information and do not carry any buyer advice
beyond generic online ‘safety’ tips. All three websites have signed up to comply with the Pet Advertising Advisory
Group (PAAG) voluntary minimum guidelines.
One particular issue that concerns us is that professional/premium/feature ads are often placed by high volume
commercial sellers so get the most prominence. At the other end of the spectrum small scale hobby breeders with a
reputation for responsible breeding practices may never have to advertise at all, because they have waiting lists
sufficient to cover all their puppies in any one litter. We fear therefore that it may be very difficult for consumers to
locate responsible breeders through online searches without a considerable amount of additional research. Certain
features are indicative of adverts placed by particular types of sellers. Educating potential owners to be aware of
specific warning/positive signs may be a possible avenue to help consumers identify advertisements that are highly
likely to be genuinely placed by responsible breeders.
Almost a quarter of owners located their puppy through ‘word of mouth’.
The Kennel Club ‘Find a Puppy’ facility was used by 10% of respondents. This caters for a select sector (KC registered
puppies) and does not include cross-breed litters. It also provides very limited information on the litters that are
available, and never features photographs of puppies, in this way consumers are required to make direct contact
with breeders to obtain further details.
Having found a litter or puppy of interest to them puppy buyers should then conduct some background research into
the seller so we asked our respondents to tell us what types of research, if any, they did regarding the seller
advertising their puppy. They were asked to select all that applied and the results broke down as follows:
I entered the seller's name into a search engine
I read all reviews and forum messages
I asked the seller multiple questions
I visited puppy farming campaign websites
I undertook no research
Other (please specify)

31.5%
24.5%
69.0%
6.9%
14.5%
28.6%

SECTION 2B: THE BUYING DECISION
Type of Seller Selected
It is clear from the way questions in this section of the questionnaire were answered that there is a great deal of
confusion in understanding as to exactly what type of seller people are buying from. For example, the survey was
targeted at buyers of puppies not people who had rescued one. Nevertheless, 49 people said they had purchased it
from a rescue of some kind including Dogs Trust, RSPCA, Battersea, Labrador Rescue and Cardiff Dog’s Home.
Furthermore, whilst 3470 people said they bought from a breeder, 3732 went on to answer the question on whether
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their breeder was licensed or not. Likewise, only 64 people said they bought from retail outlets yet when we asked
those people to tell us why they had done that, 331 people responded. We fully accept that there may have been
issues around the design of the filter questions however responses very much chime with the many hundreds of
conversations we have had with puppy buyers through the course of our investigations into low welfare suppliers of
dogs. Furthermore, people in our sample did not have similar problems with the filter questions relating to the postpurchase experience. We therefore are of the opinion that their confusion is linked to the grey areas between
breeder/retailer/rescue sources of puppies and dogs. We have been concerned about the lack of transparency and
clarity in the various routes to market for a long time and feel that anomalies in the answers to this section supports
those fears.
It would be tempting to do a lot of second guessing around the reasons for their confusion and make presumptions
as to why these data anomalies occurred. However, when the quantitative data is set alongside the comments also
provided, there is too much value in the replies for them to be dismissed, consequently we decided to include them
with a note of caution.
From a drop-down list respondents were asked to state from what type of seller they bought their puppy.
Commercial breeder
Private breeder
Pet shop (High Street)
Pet shop (Residential)
Garden centre
Puppy superstore
Unknown
Other (please specify)

6.2%
81.1%
0.7%
0.5%
0.1%
0.3%
0.6%
10.5%

The majority of the responses recorded under the “other” category were friends, relatives and work colleagues. Four
categories of ‘third party’ vendor were included in our drop-down list. This was a deliberate decision as although
legally these are all classed as ‘pet shops’, owners may not always identify them as such. We know from our
investigations and recent high profile cases (Operation Pagan by the RSPCA and The Dog Factory documentary1 for
instance) that some third party puppy traders go to great lengths to create the impression they are legitimate
breeders.
Some licensed breeders also hold pet shop licences making them what we term a “hybrid” seller; this means they are
able to sell bought-in dogs alongside those litters they have bred on site. Replies to this question should be seen as
simply the type of seller respondents believed them to be. Further research to probe these perceptions in more
detail would be a valuable next step.
Breeders
We asked those who said they purchased their puppy from a breeder to tell us if the breeder was licensed. The
breakdown of the replies is in graph 3.
Over half of the respondents said they did not know if their breeder was licensed or not suggesting that for most
people knowing the licensed status of the seller is either not a priority or they do not think to ask about it.

1

The Dog Factory BBC Scotland May 2015
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Was the breeder licensed by the local council?

23%

54%
23%

Yes

No

Unknown

Graph 3: Licensed breeders

When respondents were asked to rank the factors that shaped their choice of seller (see page 16 for a more detailed
breakdown of this question) being licensed was ranked as low as 7th out of 10 on the list. 47% of our sample stated
that it was either not very important or unimportant for the breeder to be licensed.
In addition to licensing here in the UK, breeders can also opt to become a member of the Assured Breeder Scheme
(ABS) which is managed by the Kennel Club (KC) and accredited by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS).
The KC is the UK’s oldest and largest dog registration body and it heavily promotes the ABS as a means of identifying
responsible breeders, who are required to adhere to a detailed set of criteria and breed specific guidelines. Despite
being the only UKAS recognised scheme for breeder accreditation there has been criticism of it, as for some2 the
scheme does not go far enough to ensure responsible breeding practices and the Kennel Club has been accused of
running a confusing two tier system. We wanted to understand the degree of awareness of the Scheme compared to
Kennel Club registration so asked the direct question “Did you buy your puppy from a KC Assured breeder or was
your puppy KC registered?”
Kennel Club Assured Breeder

10.7%

Kennel Club Registered
Both
Neither

29.4%
14.0%
45.9%

In our sample just over half of the owners said they had purchased a puppy with a form of Kennel Club certification.
This is higher than anticipated, given that Kennel Club registered puppies are only thought to account for 30%3of the
total number of puppies being bought.
We wanted to understand whether owners were aware of the differences between Kennel Club registration and the
Assured Breeder Scheme. Through the course of our investigations into low welfare breeding we know that many
consumers believe registration itself provides a guarantee of quality, whereas in reality it is simply a recording
system. The KC does not carry out any inspections of breeders (other than those on the ABS, currently about 6,000)
nor are breeders registered, it is the litters that are registered.

2
3

RSPCA Pedigree Dogs Q & A www.rspca.org.uk
Dog Advisory Council FAQs on Breeding Standards 2012
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Do you know the difference between KC
Registration and the KC Assured Breeder Scheme?
18%
28%

Yes

54%

No
Unsure

Graph 4: Kennel Club schemes

Just over half of respondents say they do know the differences between the two schemes but that leaves 46% saying
either they don’t know the difference or they are unsure. Although the Kennel Club has been proactive in promoting
and explaining the Assured Breeder Scheme, confusion with the registration system is likely to continue for the
foreseeable future as both are heavily branded under the KC banner. This issue may become a pressing one given
that in its recent consultation on animal establishment licensing Defra proposes to deregulate sections of the
industry covered by UKAS accreditation. With this degree of confusion around such schemes this could be a
detrimental step for dog welfare.
Retail Sellers: Pet shops, garden centres and puppy superstores
We wanted to find out why some people in our sample chose to buy their puppy from a retail outlet. 331 people
answered this question (question 9) despite only 64 saying at the outset they had bought from a retailer and not a
breeder (question 7).

Graph 5: Reasons for buying from a retail outlet
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It is impossible to second guess the reasons why there is an anomaly between the numbers responding to questions
7 and 9 and obviously such a difference suggests their replies be treated with caution. However, if we accept that
question 9 was answered in good faith there are clearly many factors which give consumers confidence to proceed
with a purchase of a puppy, the visible condition of the puppy being the most compelling.
Traceability and Transparency
Our investigations into the licensed third party puppy trade have shown that attempts are frequently made by
vendors to conceal the origin of puppies they are selling and we were keen to establish whether this was a prevalent
tendency.

Did the seller provide details
of the breeder?

YES
35%
NO
65%

YES
NO

Graph 6: Breeder details

404 respondents replied to this question, six times the number of people who originally stated they bought from a
retail outlet of one type or another. 261 people said that they were not provided with the details of the breeder of
the puppy. 286 people went on to answer the question about the information they were provided about the breeder
of the puppy. Slightly over a third (35%) said they were provided with the breeder’s name and address and more
than half (56%) were given this information at the beginning of the transaction. 6% of respondents stated that they
were only provided with the breeder’s details once the paperwork had been signed, at the end of the transaction.
This lack of transparency is a known issue in third party vending as is the withholding of details of where the puppy
was bred which, as stated earlier, is a frequent feature in our investigations into poor welfare breeding. This runs
counter to trends in other areas of consumerism, where transparency and provenance of supplies and goods are
seen as valued attributes by responsible suppliers.
The pattern of responses to questions about retail outlets contains some anomalies as already acknowledged, and
whilst this means data needs to be treated with caution, it also indicates that for the puppy buying public the
different types of seller, together with different schemes of licensing and accreditation creates a set of very
confusing conditions in which to make such an important and emotional decision as getting a dog.

SECTION 2C: TRANSACTION DETAILS
Visiting the Puppy
Advice on the responsible buying of puppies encourages buyers to make at least one visit to see the puppy prior to
taking it home. We asked our respondents, regardless of which type of seller they opted for, whether or not they
had gone to visit the puppy prior to purchase. They replied as follows:
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Once

35.7%

Twice
Three times or more
I didn't see the puppy before purchasing

28.4%
19.0%
16.9%

36% of owners stated they had visited the puppy on one occasion before purchasing it. Slightly fewer (28%) visited
their puppy twice and 19% made three or more visits. 17% of owners said they did not see their puppy before
purchasing. Whilst 657 people had said they did not visit the puppy before buying, 1064 went on to give us reasons
for not doing so.
Distance
No time
I know and trust the seller
I was not given the option by the seller to visit before
purchasing
Didn't need to as the seller suggested the puppy
could be delivered.
I was unaware that I should have visited my puppy
before purchasing
Other (please specify)

47.7%
15.5%
20.8%
14.6%
3.1%
12.8%
25.8%

From the comments provided it is clear that through the electronic exchange of photos and videos many people felt
they were getting the information they needed and this precluded a need to visit.
Where’s Mum?
It is fair to say that the most exciting and eagerly anticipated part of purchasing a puppy is meeting it for the first
time. The most basic guidance on responsible buying is to see a puppy with its mother and this was identified as a
very important aspect by more than 80% of owners in helping to shape their buying decision (question 10 page 16).
We wanted to know whether this had actually happened. We specifically asked if respondents had seen the puppy
interacting with its mother, as this is usually a more reliable indication that the relationship is genuine (although
unrelated bitches will often play with puppies too). Along with ‘yes and no’ options, we also provided a third
possibility ‘not sure, on reflection it may not have been the genuine mother’.
Yes
No
Not sure (On reflection, it may not have been the
genuine mother)

78.6%
18.2%
3.2%

Point of Sale
We wanted to understand how purchasers felt at the time of sale because many owners who have contacted us in
the past report that they felt pressurised into making a decision – or were unable to walk away as they felt they had
to ‘rescue’ the puppy from the situation.
We provided owners with several statements and asked them to respond with true or false. Encouragingly 87% of
purchasers felt completely happy with everything. This should be how all puppy buyers feel at the point of sale, but
regrettably 17% were not completely happy with the situation, but bought the puppy anyway. A further 11% felt
sorry for the puppy. 3% of owners felt under pressure from the seller and 3% had promised their children that they
would buy the puppy.
Price Paid
The people in our sample paid the following prices for their puppy.
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Graph 7: Price of puppy

According to figures from the Office for National Statistics, median gross weekly earnings for full time employees
were £528 (April 2015). Therefore, the purchase price of most puppies was approximately equal to between one and
two week’s wages.
Although there is a perception that buyers are often looking to buy a cheap or bargain puppy, this has not been
borne out by our findings. While price is a factor in the decision, it does not appear to be the predominant factor.
Method of Payment
Cash

77.4%

Cheque
Debit/Credit card
Paypal

14.2%
6.6%
1.8%

Methods of payment can be a good indication of the nature of the seller i.e. commercial or hobby. Industry research4
shows that cash payments are in decline and electronic payments outnumber those made by cash. But our findings
here, suggest that puppy buying appears to buck this trend as more than three quarters of owners reported paying
in cash. Cheques, another increasingly obsolete payment method in general terms, were used by 14% of owners.
Card and Paypal transactions were used by only 8% of owners.
HMRC, only last year, opened a consultation on the role cash payments play in the hidden economy as it fears it is an
indicator of potential tax evasion. Likewise, the Bank of England’s own research clearly links ongoing demand for
cash to a “shadow” economy5.
Contract
Contracts are perceived as a useful way of setting out the precise parameters of the sale as a form of protection both
for buyer and seller. Puppy contracts can be quite variable in their content but are commonly used both by hobby
breeders and commercial sellers. In the latter case, they may take the form of a disclaimer. In an attempt to drive
responsible breeding and sales processes, there have been efforts to produce one universally accepted and widely
used puppy contract but this is still yet to be signed off by all stakeholders. The BVA AWF/RSPCA Puppy Contract
4
5

Payments UK Research www.paymentsuk.org.uk
Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin July 2015
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includes an Information Pack for details about the puppy to be recorded and guidance notes for purchasers, while
the Kennel Club has produced a template version of a contract for the Assured Breeder Scheme, which is intended to
be personalised by the breeder.
We wanted to see if contracts (in any format) were being commonly used. 46% of owners said that they were asked
to sign a contract at the point of sale and 54% said they had not been asked to sign one.
However, depending on their content, contracts may not actually be legally binding.
Extras
Many puppy sellers now advertise and/or sell puppies with a package of ‘extras’. We asked people in our sample to
tell us which extras had been included in their purchase.

Extras included with puppy purchase
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Free Pet Insurance

Puppy Food

Pedigree Certificate

Vaccination and
Worming Certificates

Microchip

Graph 8: Extras

Free pet insurance is now commonly offered with puppies (68% of owners were given cover with their puppy) and
usually runs for a period of 4-5 weeks, depending on the cover. It is only known to be offered by specialist pet
insurance companies and as with free food samples, it provides the company with ‘product placement’ together
with new customer contact details. It is worth noting that should the puppy require veterinary treatment during the
free period, owners will generally need to continue the cover with the company to ensure the condition is not
excluded from future policies. We asked owners to state which company provided the free insurance and 69% of
owners indicated Petplan, with 30% of owners receiving free insurance through the Kennel Club. The other
companies known to offer these policies (Buddies and Agria) were named by fewer than 1% of respondents,
although it must be noted that Agria underwrite the Kennel Club insurance.
Fewer than 40% of owners in this sample said they purchased a microchipped puppy. From April 2016 onwards, of
course, microchipping will no longer be an extra but a legal requirement.

SECTION 2D: FACTORS SHAPING THE FINAL BUYING DECISION
We wanted to understand the factors that shaped the buying decisions outlined in previous sections. To make this
question (question 10) manageable we provided a list of ten elements frequently mentioned in advertisements that
clearly sellers feel shape buying decisions. This gave us the opportunity to see if the same factors were important to
buyers. See Graph 9.
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Ranking of factors that shaped choice of seller
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Graph 9: Factors shaping buying decisions

Overall the responses to this section reflect strong trends in favour of responsible purchasing decisions. Owners
appear to be prioritising ‘quality indicators’ (homebred, heath checking and sold directly from the breeder) over
‘quantity’ factors such as price, availability and location. This also suggests that purchasers in this sample are
prepared to pay more, wait for longer and travel further for the ‘right’ puppy. The people in our survey clearly aspire
to using sound reasons for making their choice.
This was further backed up by the responses provided under ‘other’ criteria; 425 people provided us with additional
factors. There was a clear trend towards having a positive relationship with the breeder and knowing that the puppy
had been well reared. This is hugely significant because it reflects the unique nature of pet animal acquisition
transactions in general and puppy transactions in particular. When done responsibly, a bond of trust is built between
seller and purchaser over a period of time preceding the sale (and frequently for an extended period afterwards).
When done poorly it is simply a transaction with little previous or ongoing association between the parties. The
comments from owners under this section showed very clearly that this relationship was a strong element in the
purchasing decision and where it did not exist, owners frequently expressed regret.

SECTION 3: POST PURCHASE
Having made the decision of what type of dog and where to buy it, the puppy is then collected and taken home. We
wanted to explore the experiences owners had in those first months.
Collection
Our findings indicate that the vast majority of owners (95%) collected their puppies from the seller’s premises.
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I brought my puppy home from the seller's premises

94.6%

My puppy was delivered to my home
Met seller in a public place to pick up my puppy
Other (please specify)

1.9%
1.2%
2.3%

While this is always recommended in advice on responsible buying, there are genuine situations where a breeder
may deliver a puppy to the purchaser’s home or meet at a half way point to hand over the puppy. However, it is
advisable for so many reasons that this should be avoided. Sellers who advertise delivery should be treated with
extreme caution.
Life with the new puppy
We examined the incidence of illness and health problems in the first six months, as the consequences arising from
low welfare breeding practices often become apparent in the days, weeks and months following the purchase of a
puppy. We asked owners if their puppy had required veterinary treatment (excluding routine treatment) for any
illness or condition. One in five (21%) of owners reported problems. We asked the respondents whose puppies had
required veterinary treatment to specify the condition(s) and state how soon after purchase symptoms had
developed.

How soon after purchase did your
puppy develop symptoms?
16%

Within the first week

37%
25%

Within the first month
Within 2- 4 months

22%

Within 5 - 6 months

Graph 10: Sickness in new puppies

The results indicate that puppies are significantly more likely to become unwell during the first week after purchase.
Being sold and taken to a new environment is clearly a major change and this can trigger stress related vomiting or
diarrhoea.
The majority of owners (66%) whose puppies required veterinary treatment stated that it cost less than £200, with
22% of owners paying between £201 and £1000 for treatment. However, 6% of owners faced vet bills in excess of
£3000. As 68% of owners were given free pet insurance when they purchased their puppy, we were interested to
know if those whose puppies became unwell in the six months after purchase utilised insurance to claim for the cost
of veterinary treatment. Interestingly almost 70% did not claim and the reasons for this varied. In many cases
owners stated the cost of treatment was below the policy excess, the puppy was not insured or the claim occurred
within the first two weeks of cover and was therefore excluded. Some owners reported that the breeder had
covered the cost of treatment.
We were keen to discover if owners took any further action if their puppy became unwell or died during the first six
months after purchase.
Returned puppy and received a replacement
Returned puppy and received a refund

1.8%
2.7%
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Contacted the seller and received contributions
towards costs
Reported seller to the Council
Reported seller to Trading Standards
Reported seller to the Kennel Club
Reported seller to the RSPCA
Reported seller to welfare organisations
Took the seller to a small claims court
I took no action

11.5%
10.2%
10.0%
10.0%
13.2%
8.2%
4.5%
71.9%

We provided a list of potential actions and asked owners to select as many as were applicable. The results show that
where action was taken, owners tended to make a complaint, either to the local authority, trading standards, the
Kennel Club or welfare organisations and the RSPCA. The overwhelming majority (72%) of owners in our sample took
no action following the sickness or death of their new puppy.
Breeder support
We were interested to discover whether owners received support from the seller if they had problems or concerns,
more than half of owners reported that the seller was ‘very helpful’ and only 6% felt the seller was completely
unhelpful. 23% of owners did not contact the seller about any problems.
Long term outcomes
We wanted to examine the long term outcome of the puppy purchase. One of the consequences arising from poor
buying decisions is that puppies are relinquished to animal shelters or sold on, so we asked owners if they still had
their puppy. Just over 97% of owners in our sample said they still had the puppy they purchased living with them at
the time of completing the survey.

SECTION 4: LESSONS LEARNED IN THE PROCESS
To conclude the purchasing journey, we wanted to know if in the light of this puppy buying experience owners would
change their buying behaviour next time. More than half of respondents (57%) stated that they wouldn’t do
anything differently.

Would you do anything differently, next time?
I would do nothing differently
I would rehome from a rescue centre
I would visit my puppy at least twice before purchase
I would see my puppy interact with his/her mother before…
I would request health tests
I would ask the seller multiple questions
I would enter the seller's name into a search engine
I would buy direct from a breeder
I would read all reviews and forum messages
I would ask other owners for advice
I would research the internet, books and magazines on…
I would visit puppy farming campaign websites
I would research the internet, books and magazines on…
I would ask my veterinarian for advice
Other (please specify)
I would visit dog shows
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Graph 11: Would you do anything differently?
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One in three people who answered that question (3536 in total) said they would rehome from a rescue centre,
which was the most commonly cited behaviour change. Whilst this constitutes a commendable aspiration, in reality
the number of puppies that can be sourced through rescue centres would not be anywhere near enough to meet the
demand for puppies in total, estimated at between 700,000 to 800,000 per year. The rescue and rehoming sector
does not, however, systematically collect data on the numbers and types of dogs entering rescues making it difficult
to know just what level of demand that sector could accommodate.
Puppy Farming
In our investigations into low welfare breeding, we hear it frequently said that purchasers would avoid knowingly
buying puppies that have originated from commercial establishments where profit comes before welfare. We
wanted to establish if this is actually the case so we asked owners if they believed at any point their puppy may have
been bred on a ‘puppy farm’. Only 8% of owners believed that their puppy had been bred on a ‘puppy farm’.
However, over 200 gave us their reasons for suspecting this, see graph 12 for the breakdown of those. Their reasons
were not given as a drop-down list but were submitted via free-text comment boxes. The comments were then
coded into common themes.

Reasons for believing their puppy came from a puppy farm
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Volume of dogs at location
Were fed false information
Speed with which pup became sick
Post purchase research
State of the place they collected their pup
Did not see the mum even though they asked to
Condition of the puppy
Subsequent media exposure
Temperamant of puppy

Graph 12: Reasons for believing the puppy came from a puppy farm

Owners’ suspicions were raised in post purchase primarily by reflecting on the numbers of dogs and the number of
different breeds they encountered on the premises. Thirty people are confident in hindsight that they were given
false information or documents relating to their puppy.
We also asked our sample of owners if they would have proceeded with buying their puppy if they had learned or
suspected at the time of purchase that it had been bred on a ‘puppy farm’. 85% of owners stated that they would
not, giving a clear indication that purchasers are not supportive of this method of breeding dogs. This suggests that
transparency, in particular full disclosure at or of the place of origin is likely to have a direct bearing on puppy sales.
This has been acknowledged by breeders in responses to Welsh and Irish dog breeding consultations and our
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fieldwork has found that commercial breeders supplying third parties consistently try to avoid identifying their
puppies.
15% of owners stated that they would have proceeded with the purchase, even knowing the breeder had low
standards of welfare. We asked those who had said yes to that question to give us the reasons why. Over 500
respondents provided us with statements to support their answer. From our analysis of these, the reasons can be
categorised into broad headings: compulsion to get the puppy to a safer place, guilt at the thought of leaving it
behind, an immediate emotional connection with the pup, rationalising that purchasing it was simply its best option.
The distribution of these answers can be seen in Graph 13.

If yes, what is your reason?
Needed to get the puppy to a safer place

Guilt at the thought of leaving the pup there

Had strong emotional connection to the pup

Buying it was simply the best option for the pup

Unclear

Felt already committed to purchase

Rare breed so was my only option
0
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100

150

200

250

Graph 13: Give reasons for saying yes

The visceral emotional dimensions to these comments cannot be understated. The most frequently cited was a
sense of “rescuing” the puppy from those dire circumstances and getting them to a place of greater safety with a
degree of urgency. The next most frequently cited was an overwhelming sense of “guilt” if they were to walk away
and leave the puppy behind. Sixty people described a strong emotional connection to the puppy, for many this was
instant. Nearly all of the comments suggest that people are deeply conflicted when they find themselves in this
situation, or think about how they would feel if in this situation. Answers to this question reveal the extent to which
these purchase decisions are emotionally charged.
We finished our questionnaire with a direct question regarding pet vending licensing as our work investigating
complaints against puppy retailers and breeders has brought us into contact with hundreds of puppy buyers who
have not realised that a pet shop licence can be granted to a domestic dwelling and not just a retail outlet. We
asked:
UK Pet Shop Licences are issued to both commercial pet shops and residential dwellings. Puppies sold by pet shop
licence holders are purchased from commercial breeders and other pet shops. With this in mind, do you think
puppies should be sold by pet shop licence holders (commercial and residential)?
Yes
No

9.1%
90.9%
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The response, (3303 people answered) from our sample is emphatic with nine out of every ten saying no.
We also gave our respondents the opportunity to make any further comment and 796 people left detailed
observations and concerns. This will be duly analysed and will feature in a supplementary report, as it constitutes
further invaluable insight into puppy buyer perceptions.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
The wealth of commentary within the data collected confirms the emotional dimensions involved in acquiring a
puppy, no matter what type of seller selected. For this reason, we believe that consumer protection should be even
more robust when animals are the subject of the transaction. This would serve to safeguard both the vulnerability of
consumers and the undoubted vulnerability of the animals themselves.
There are high levels of confusion and misunderstanding when it comes to different types of seller in the pet dog
market, combined with a lack of clarity over the differences between licensed and non-licensed, accredited and nonaccredited schemes. Greater steps need to be taken to totally demystify, and preferably simplify, the various supply
options.
Puppy buyers tend to aspire to making ethical and responsible choices when it comes to acquiring their pet,
however, the landscape as described above, militates against them being able to act on those aspirations in every
case.
The size and type of data collected through this survey proves that through the use of technology and cost effective
methods open to us, a group of small volunteer and charitable organisations can meaningfully add to the growing
body of knowledge around the contentious issues relating to dog health and welfare.
Fruitful next steps include:




Deeper analysis of all the thousands of comments provided by this sample of puppy buyers.
Further survey work targeting first-time puppy buyers to complement this sample in which experienced dog
owners predominated.
Follow-up studies exploring the factors behind the key findings such as the confusion over types of sellers
and how to create the conditions that would make the supply chain much more transparent for puppy
buyers given the emotionally charged nature of the acquisition process.
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